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Pretest and Post-test

Level B, Theme 4

1. Jim rode in a boat across the lake. What did the boat do for him?
  1) Convey him  2) Conceal him

   Most  Some  Few  None

2. Ms. Wong wants her car to go faster. What should she do? 
  1) Accelerate  2) Accumulate

   Most  Some  Few  None

3.  Laura wants to tell the class about her good idea. What should she do? 
  1) Observe the idea  2) Communicate the idea

   Most  Some  Few  None

4.  If Mark is trying to remember something, what is he doing? 

  1) Retracting it  2) Recollecting it

   Most  Some  Few  None

5. An old barn was falling down. What is another way of saying this? 
  1) The barn was in ruins  2) The barn was preserved

   Most  Some  Few  None

6. Jane added water to her juice. What was she doing to her juice? 
  1) Diluting it  2) Baking it

   Most  Some  Few  None

7. Which of the following is massive?
  1) A volcano  2) A twig

   Most  Some  Few  None

8. Sarah made a fearsome face. What was she doing? 
  1) Grimacing  2) Beaming

   Most  Some  Few  None

9. Two puppies played together. What were they doing?
  1) Interacting with each other  2) Illuminating each other

   Most  Some  Few  None

10. A few horses graze in a quiet field. How would you describe this scene?
  1) Tranquil  2) Bustling

   Most  Some  Few  None

Questions for Whole-Group Oral Testing
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Date__________________________

Class__________________________

Pretest ____ Post-test ____

Please administer this test orally. Have students answer by holding up either one or two fingers, or 
writing the number 1 or the number 2 on a whiteboard. Then indicate whether most, some, few, or 
none of the students answered the question correctly, by circling the appropriate answer.
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Pretest and Post-test

Level B, Theme 4

 1. Jim rode in a boat across the lake. What did the boat do for him? (convey him)

 2. Ms. Wong wants her car to go faster. What should she do? (accelerate)

 3.  Laura wants to tell the class about her good idea. What should she do? 

  (communicate the idea)

 4.  If Mark is trying to remember something, what is he doing? (recollecting it)

 5. An old barn was falling down. What is another way of saying this?     
  (The barn was in ruins.)

 6. Jane added water to her juice. What was she doing to her juice? (diluting it)

 7. Which of the following is massive? (a volcano)

 8. Sarah made a fearsome face. What was she doing? (grimacing)

 9. Two puppies played together. What were they doing? (interacting with each other)

 10. A few horses graze in a quiet field. How would you describe this scene? (tranquil)

Answers


